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Wood Products Sectional Committee, CEO 20

FOREWORD

This Indian Standard (First Revision) was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards, after the draft finalized
by the Wood Products Sectional Committee had been approved by the Civil Engineering Division Council.

Medium density fibre board is a panel product manufactured from lignocellulosic fibres combined with synthetic
resin or other suitable binder. The panels are manufactured to a specific gravity of 0.6 to 0.9 by the application
of heat and pressure by a process in which the interfibre bond is substantially created by the added binder. Other
materials may have been added during manufacturing to improve certain properties.

This standard was first published in 1988. This revision is being brought out to incorporate modifications found
necessary in the present day context. Further, detailed requirements for physical and mechanical properties
have been given for various thickness of boards. Medium density fibre boards are recommended for use in
interior dry locations. Grade I boards may be used in Hazard Class 11) and Hazard Class 22), whereas Grade
II boards may be used in Hazard Class II) only.

In formulation of this standard, due weightage has been given to standards and practices prevailing in different
countries and also to the climatic conditions and customs in the country. In this revision properties have been
incorporated to facilitate the proper application of product, properties like modulus of elasticity and the values
indicating minimum and average have been included.

A scheme of labelling environment friendly products to be known as ECO-Mark has been introduced at the
instance of the Ministry of Environment and Forests (MEF), Government of India. The ECO-Mark shall be
administered by the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) under the BIS Act, 1986 as per the Resolution No.
71 dated 21 February 1991 and Resolution No. 425 dated 20 October 1992 published in the Gazette of the
Government of India. For a product to be eligible for ECO-Mark, it shall also carry the Standard Mark of the
SIS besides meeting additional environment friendly requirements. For this purpose, the Standard Mark ofBIS
would be a single mark being a combination of the lSI Mark and the Eco logo. Requirements to be satisfied for
a product to qualify for the BIS Standard Mark for Eco friendliness, will be optional. Manufacturing units will
be free to opt for lSI Mark alone also.

The ECO criteria is based on the Gazette Notification No. 170 dated 16 May 1996 for wood substitutes as
environment friendly products published in the Gazette of Government of India.

The composition of Committee responsible for the formulation of this standard is given at Annex C.

For the purpose of deciding whether a particular requirement of this standard is complied with, the final value,
observed or calculated, expressing the result of a test or analysis, shall be rounded off in accordance with
IS 2 : 1960 'Rules for rounding offnumerical values (revised)'. The number ofsignificant places retained in the
rounded off value should be the same as that of the specified value in this standard.

• t HazardClass I - Environmentwith relativehumiditylessthanor equal to 70 percentso thatequilibriummoisturecontentof MDFwillnot
be morethan I5 percent.
2. HazardClass2 - Environment with relativehumiditymorethan 70 percentso that equilibriummoisturecontent ofMDF willnot bemore
than 20 percent.
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Indian Standard

MEDIUM DENSITY FIBRE BOARDS FOR GENERAL
PURPOSE - SPECIFICATION

( First Revision)

4 TYPES

3.8 Sizing Material - Alum, wax, resin or other
additive introduced to the agglomerate for MDF prior
to forming, primarily to increase water resistance.

Medium density fibre boards for general purpose shall
be ofone type only, that is, flat pressed single layer. It
may, however, be oftwo Grades, Grade I and Grade II
and may be designated as follows:

Any species of wood or any other lignocellulosic
material may be used for the manufacture of medium
density fibre boards. However, the purchaser may at
his own discretion, specify a particular species ofwood
or any particular lignocellulosic material for the
manufacture of medium density fibre boards.

Designation
SBO I
SBG II

Grade
Solid board Grade I
Solid board Grade II

5 MATERIAL

5.1 Wood

as a first step towards defibration. The chips may be
in the form of flakes, granules, shavings, splinter and
sliver as stated below:

a) Flakes - Specially made thin flat particles,
with the grain ofthe wood essentially parallel
to the surface of the flake, prepared with the
cutting action of the knife in a plane parallel
to the grain but at an angle to the axis of the
fibre.

b) Granule - A particle in which the length.
width and thickness are approximately equal,
such as particle of saw-dust.

c) Shaving - A thin slice or strip ofwood pared
off with a knife, planer or other cutting
instrument, the knife action being
approximately along the axis of the fibre,
such as the shavings produced in planing the
surface ofwood.

d) Splinter and Silver - Particle of nearly
square or rectangular cross-section with a
length parallel to the grain of the wood of at
least four times the thickness. '

2 REFERENCES

The standards listed in Annex A contain provisions,
which through reference in this text, constitute
provision of this standard. At the time of publication,
the editions indicated were valid. All standards are
subject to revision and parties to agreements based on
this standard are encouraged to investigate the
possibility of applying the most recent editions of the
standards indicated in Annex A.

3 TERMINOLOGY

3.1 For the purpose of this standard, the following
definitions shall apply and for definitions other than
those given below, reference may be made to IS 707.

3.2 Additive - Any material introduced prior to the
final consolidation of a board to increase bulking or
improve some property of the final board. Fillers and
preservatives are included under this term.

3.3 DeObration - Under the influence of steam and
heat, lignin is softened and the fibres can be separated
from each other by a low energy output. Normally in
medium density fibre board plant, the fibre separation
takes place in defibrators where steamed chips are
pushed through screws and ground between big
grinding disc, one stationary and the other rotating.

3.4 Fibre - Wood fibre produced by fiberising
steamed wood under pressure in a refiner and
defibrator.

3.5 Formation (Forming) - The laying of the
blended mass ofglued fibres to form a mat for medium
density fibre board.

3.6 MDF - MDF is the short term for medium density
fibre board.

3.7 Particles - Distinct particles or fractions ofwood
or other lignocellulose material produced mechanically

1.1 This standard covers the requirements of medium
density fibre boards for general purposes having
density in the range of 600-900 kg/m'.

1..2 This standard does not cover veneered or laminated
or prelaminated or other specially treated boards,
moulded boards, etc.

1 SCOPE
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8.2 Tolerances

Tolerances on the nominal dimensions of finished
boards shall be as follows:

Width The width of plywood shall be
1.22m.

Thickness: The thickness of plywood shall be
6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 22, 25, 30, 3S and
40mm.

NOTE- Anyotherdimensionas agreedto betweenthepurchaser
and the manufacturer may be used.

For ECO-Mark, only species of wood other than
natural forests, such as wood from rubber, coconut,
cashew. industrial and social forestry plantations, etc
and shade trees from tea and coffee estates, wood
residues or agricultural wastes shall be used for the
manufacture of MDF board.

5.2 Adhesive

Any suitable type of synthetic resin adhesive may be
used for the purpose of bonding to comply with
physical and mechanical requirements given in
Table 1.

5.3 Sizing Material

Paraffin wax dissolved in mineral spirit or alternatively
emulsified with water, or melted shall be used as sizing
material.

Dimension
Length
Width
Thickness
Squareness
Edge straightness

Tolerance
±3mm/m
±3mmlm
±0.3 mm
2mmlm
2mmlm

10 SAMPLING AND INSPECTION

10.1 Scale of SampUng

10.1.1 Lot

Density, moisture content, water absorption, linear
expansion, modulus of elasticity, modulus of rupture,
internal bondingand screw withdrawal strength ofMDF
boards when tested in accordance with 10 and 11,
shall meet the requirements specified in Table I.

10.1.4 These MDF boards shall be selected at random
(see IS 4905). In order to ensure randomness of
selection, all the MDF boards in the lot may be
arranged in a serial order and every rlh MOF board
may be selected till the required number is obtained,

MECHANICAL

N
Up to SO
51-100
101-200
201-300
301-S00
SO I and above

10.1.3 The number ofMDF boards to be selected from
a lot shall be in accordance with the following:

Lot Size Number ofMedium Density
Fibre Boards to be Selected

n
2
3
4
5
7

10

9 PHYSICAL AND
REQUIREMENTS

In any consignment, all the MDF boards of same
grade, type and N dimensions and manufactured under
similar conditions of production shall be grouped
together to constitute a lot.

10.t.2 The conformity ofa lot, to the requirements of
this specification, shall be ascertained on the basis of
tests on MDF boards selected from it.

6 MANUFACTURE

5.4 Preservative Treatment

A suitable preservative may be added to the fibre mix
at the mixing stage of adhesive. The following
preservatives are regarded as suitable and their
percentage is given on the basis ofoven dry weight of
fibres:

a) Sodium pentachlorophenate to the extent of
2 percent, and

b) Trichlorophenol to the extent of S percent.

7 FINISH

Wood or any other lignocellulosic material shall be
cut into small chips/particles on a suitable chipping
machine. These chips shall be steamed and defibrated
in suitable defibrating machine. These fibre thus
produced shall be dried in flash dryers and blended
with resin and wax. The blended fibres shall then be
formed into mats by air felting and pressed into panels
by passing into press under controlled heat, pressure
and time conditions.

Medium density fibre board shall be of uniform
thickness and density throughout the length and width
of the boards. All medium density fibre boards shall
be flat. Both surfaces of the boards shaH be sanded to
a smooth finish. The boards shall be rectangular and
shall have square edges. Edge straightness and
squareness shall be measured according to the method
given in Annex B.

8 DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES

8.1 The dimensions of plywood shall be as follows:

Length The length ofplywood shall be 5.49,
4.89, 3.66, 3.05, 2.44, 1.83 and
1.22m.

2

 



r being the integral part ofNln, where N is the lot size
and n is the sample size.

10.2 Test Specimens and Number of Tests

The length, width, thickness and the diagonals of the
MOP boards selected as in 10.1.3 shall be measured
before cutting the MDF boards for taking test
specimens. The straightness of edge shall also be
measured.

10.2.1 From each of the MDF boards selected,
following test specimens shall be cut out for portions
150 mm away from the edges for tests as specified
under 11. The method ofpreparation and conditioning
of specimens for tests listed in (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g)
below shall be as specified in IS 2380 (Part 1).

a) For determination of density - Three test
specimens from each sample, each of size
150 mm x 7S mm x full thickness of board.
Other sizes ofsample specimens may be used
when deemed necessary.

b) For determination of moisture content 
Three test specimens from each sample, each
of size 150 rom x 7S mm x full thickness of
board. Smaller specimens may be used when
deemed necessary.

c) For water absorption test - Three test
specimens from each sample, each of size
300 mm x 300 mm x full thickness ofboard.

d) For determination of linear expansion:

1) Due to general absorption - Three test
specimens from each sample, each ofsize
200 mm x 100 mm x full thickness of
board.

2) Due to surface absorption - Three test
specimens from each sample, each ofsize
200 mm x 100 mm x full thickness of
board.

e) For determination of modulus of elasticity
and modulus of rupture - Three test
specimens each for modulus ofelasticity and
modulus of rupture, from each sample to
conform to dimensions as specified in 2 of
IS 2380 (Part 4).

f) Internal bond - Six specimens from each
sample conforming to the dimensions
specified in J ofIS 2380 (Part 5). Out ofthese,
three specimens shall be subjected to the test
for internal bond as given in 11.9. The
remaining three specimens shall be subjected
to either cyclic or accelerated water resistance
test as given in 11.9.1.

g) For screw withdrawal lest - Three test
specimens from each sample conforming to the
dimensions specified in 2 of IS 2380 (Part 14)

3
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10.3 Criteria for Conformity

A lot shall be considered as conforming to the
requirements of this specification, if all the samples
and test specimens pass the conditions as prescribed
in 11.

10.4 Ifany sample fails to conform to the requirements,
further samples shall be taken from the lot, double in
number, and the lot shall be considered to have passed,
if these samples conform to the requirements
prescribed.

11 TESTING OF SAMPLES

11.1 The samples drawn and the test specimens made
therefrom in accordance with 10 shall be subjected to
the tests as given in 11.3 to 11.10. The specimens shall
meet the requirements specified in Table I (see also9
and 10.3).

11.2 Preparation and Conditioning of Test
Specimens

All the test specimens shall be prepared and
conditioned before testing in accordance with the
procedure given in IS 2380 (Part 1).

11.3 Accuracy of Dimensions of Boards

All the samples selected in accordance with 10.2.1
shall be measured for straightness ofedges, squareness
of boards, lengths, widths and thickness as given in
IS 2380 (Part 2). The dimensions shall comply with
the requirements specified in 8.

11.4 Test for Density

The average value ofdensity as prescribed in 10.2.1(a),
when tested in accordance with IS 2380 (Part 3) shall
meet the requirements specified in Table I (see 9).

11.5 Test for Moisture Content

The average value of moisture content as prescribed
in 10.Z.I(b), when tested in accordance with IS 2380
(Part 3), shall meet the requirements specified in
Table 1 (see 9).

11.6 Test for Water Absorption

The average value of water absorption as prescribed
in 10.2.I(c), when tested in accordance with IS 2380
(Part 16) shall not exceed the limits specified in
Table 1 (see 9).

11.7 Test for Linear Expansion (Swelling in Water)

11.7.1 Due to General Absorption

The average value of linear expansion as prescribed
in IO.l.l(d), when tested in accordance with IS 2380 
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(Part 17) shall not exceed the limit specified in
Table 1 (see 9).

11.7.1 Due to Surface Absorption

The average value ofsurface absorption as prescribed
in IO.2.I(d), when tested in accordance with IS 2380
(Part 17) shall not exceed the limit specified in
Table I (see 9).

11.8 Test for Modulus orElastlelty and Modulus of
Rupture

The average and minimum individual value of
modulus of elasticity and modulus of rupture as
prescribed in JO.2.I(e), whentestedinaccordance with
IS 2380 (Part 4) shall not be less than the value
specified in Table 1 (see 9).

11.9 Test for Internal Bond

The average and minimumindividual value ofintemal
bond as prescribed in 10.2.1(1), when tested in
accordance with IS 2380 (Part 5) shall not be less than
the value specified in Table I (see 9).

] 1.9.1 The average and minimum individual value of
internal bond as prescribed in 10.2.1(t), when
subjected to (a) cyclic test or (b) accelerated water
resistance test as given in Table I shall be not less
than the values specified in Table I (see 9).

11.10 Test for Screw Withdrawal Strength

The average value of screw withdrawal strength as
prescribed in 10.2.1(g), when tested in accordancewith
IS 2380 (Part 14) shall not be less than the value
specified in Table I (see 9).

12OPTIONAL REQUIREMENT FORECo-MARK

12.1 General Requirement

12.1.1 MDF shall conform to the requirement of
quality and performance as specified in this standard.

12.1.2 The manufacturer shall produce to DIS

4

environmentalconsent clearance from State Pollution
Control Board as per the provisions of the Water
(Prevention and Control ofPollution) Act, 1974 and
Air (Prevention and Control ofPollution) Act, 1981
and Water (Prevention and Control0/Pollution) Act"
J9R I and Water (Prevention and Control or Pollution)
Cess Act, 1977 alongwith the authorization. ifrequired
under the Environment (Protection) Act. 1986, while
applying for ECO-Mark appropriate with enforced
rules and regulations of Forest Department.

12.2 Speclfie Requirement

MDF shall conform to the specific requirements given
for ECO-Mark under relevant clauses of the standard.

NOTE- The manufacturershall providedocumentaryevidence
by way ofcertificate or declarationto Bureau ofIndianStandards,
while applying for BCO-Mark.

13 MARKING

13.1 Each fibre board shall be legibly marked near
any of its comers with the following:

a) Name of the manufacturer;
b) Grade of fibreboard (see 4 and Table I);
c) Nominal dimensions (length, width and

thickness);
d) Date of manufacture, and
e) The criteria for which the MDF has been

labelled as ECO-Mark.

13.2 BIS Certification Marking

13.2.1 Each fibre board may also be marked with
Standard Mark.

13.2.2 The use of the Standard Mark is governed by
the provisions of the Bureau of Indian Standards
Act, 1986 and the Rules and Regulations made
thereunder. Details ofconditions under which a licence
for the use of the Standard Mark may be granted to
manufacturersor producers may be obtained from the
Bureau of Indian Standards.
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Table I Physical and Mechanical Requirements of Medium Density Fibre Boards
(Clauses 5.2, 9, 11.1 til.4, 11.5, 11.6, 11.7.1, 11.7.2, 11.8, 1I.9, 11.9.1 and 11.I0)

6

2M
25

2S
22

30
20
13
12

0.8
07

4
03
03
4

09
0.8

045
04

030
025

2800
2500

2500
2300

Grade I
(SSG I)

(4)
600-900

±IO
5-10
±3

9

2S
22

28
2S

4S
30
20
18

0.7
0.6

0.8
0.7

7
0.4
0.4
S

2800
2 SOO

2500
2300

Gnde II
(SHG II)

(3)

600-900
± 10
5-10
:t:3

(2)

Properties

( I)

I)

II)
iu)
IV)

v)

Densuy (Kg/rrr')
Variation from mean density, percent
MOisture content, percent
Variation from mean moisture content percent (absolute)
Waterabsorption percent, Max
a) After 2 h soaking
b) After 24 h soaking:

Up to and Including6 mm thick
7 to 12mm thick
13to 19mm thick
20 mm thick and above

VI) Linear expansion (swellmg In water) percent, Max
a) Due to general absorption after 24 h soaking:

Thickness
Length
Width

b) Due to surface absorption (In thickness) after 2 h soakmg
VII) Modulus of rupture, N/mm2

a) Up to 20 mrn thickness
Average
Mrmmum mdrvidual

b) Above 20 mmthickness .
Average
Minimum mdrvrdual

VIII) Modulus of elasucity, N/mm2

a) Up to 20 mm thickness .
Average
Mimmum Individual

b) Above 20 mm thickness
Average
Mnumurn mdivsdual

1'<) Internal bond, N/mm 2

a) Up to 20 rom thtckness .
Average
Minimum mdrvidual

b) Above 20 rnm thickness
Average
Minimum mdivrdual

x) Internal bond, N/mm2

d) After cyclic test It •

Average
Minimum mdividual

b) Afier decelerated water resistance test" :
Average
Mmrmum mdivrdual

1(1) Screw Withdrawal strength (Min), N
a) Face 1 SOO I 500
b) Edge (for thickness > 12 mm) 1250 1250

II Cychc test - Specimens are immersed III water at 27 ± 2°C for a period of 72 h, followed by drying in air at 27 i 2°C for 24 h
and then heating In dry air at 70°C for 72 h Three such cycles are to be followed and then the specimens are tested for internal
bond strength.
• 1 Accelerated water resistance test - Specimens are immersed In water at 27 ± 2°C and water IS brought to boilmg and kept at
borhng temperature for 2 hours. Specimens are then cooled In water to 27 ± 2°C and then tested for Internal bond strength

SI
No. ~

5
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Title
Determination of static bending
strength (first revision)
Determination of tensile strength
perpendicular to surface (first
revision)
Screw and nail withdrawal test (first
revision)
Determination of water absorption
(first revision)
Determination of swelling in water
(first revision)

(Part S) : 1977

ANNEXA

(Clause 2)

LIST OF REFERRED INDIAN STANDARDS

Title IS No.
Glossary of terms applicable of (Part 4) : 1977
timber technology and utilization
(second revision)
Methods for random sampling
Methods of test for wood particle
boards and boards from other (Part 14) : 1977
lignocellulosic materials:
Preparation and conditioning of test (Part 16) : 1977
specimens (first revision)
Accuracy of dimensions of boards (Part 17) : 1977
(first revision) \
Determination of moisture content
and density (first revision)

[SNo.
707 : 1976

(Part 3) : 1977

(Part I) : 1977

4905 : 1968
2380

(Part 2) : 1977

B-1 PROCEDURE FOR SQUARENESS

The squareness of MOF board shall be checked with
a 1 200 x 1 200 mm2, by applying one arm of the
square to the board. The maximum width of the gap
shall be recorded.

ANNEXB

(Clause 7)

METHOD OF TEST FOR EDGE STRAIGHTNESS AND SQUARENESS

B-1 PROCEDURE FOR EDGE STRAIGHTNESS straightedge and the edge shall be measured to the
nearest millimetre and recorded.

The straightness of the edges and ends ofMDF board
shall be verified against a straightedge not less than
the full length of the board. If the edge on the end of
the board is convex, it shall be held against the
straightedge in such a way as to give approximately
equal gap at each end. The largest gap between the

6
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ANNEXC

(Foreword)

COMMITTEE COMPOSITION

Wood ProductsSectional Committee, CED 20

Organization

Indian PlywoodTrainingand Research Institute, aangalore

All IndiaAgro-Board Association, Pune

Andaman Chamberof Commerceand Industries, Kolkata

AssamPlywood Manufacturers Association, Tinsukia

Builders Association of India,Chcnnai

Building Materials 8L Technology Promotion Council,NewDelhi

CentralBuilding Research Institute, Roorkee

CentralPublicWorksDepartment, NewDelhi

CivilAviation Department (Technical Centre),NewDelhi

Councilof Architecture, NewDelhi

Directorate GeneralofSupplies8L Disposals, Hyderabad

Directorate ofStandardization, NewDelhi

Engineer-in-Chiers Branch,NewDelhi

Federation of IndianPlywood&, PanelIndustry,NewDelhi

ForestResearch Institute, DehraDun

IndianAcademy ofWoodScience,DehraDun

Indian Instituteof Packaging, Mumbai

IndianPlywoodResearch" TrainingInstitute, Bangalore

Institute of WoodScience" Technical, Bangalore

KuttyFlushDoor&. FurnitureCo Pvt Limited,Chennai

Mangalam TimberProductsLimited.Bangalore

Ministry of Defence(R&D),NewDelhi

Ministry of Defence(OOQA),Kanpur

Ministry of Railways (RDSO),Lucknow

National Test House(ER), Kolkata

Novopan IndiaLimited, Hyderabad

Northern IndiaPlywoodManufactures Association, Jalandhar

Nuchem Limit~ NewDelhi

PennalliWallaceLimited.Bhopal

The IndianPlywoodManufactures Co Limited, Mumbai
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RepraenIG'ive(s)

SHRI ARUN K. BANSAL(Clt.I,.",,)

SHRI V. S. R.w

SHRI S. KUMAR

SHRI HARISHKHAITAN(Alternate)

SHRI S. L. VADAV

R.EPREsENrAnvE

REPREsenAllVE

DRY. SINGH

OR L.K.AOARWAL(Altemale)

SHRI SURINDER KUMAR

SHRJ S. K. VERMA (Allernale)

SHRI B.V.JOSHI

SHRI N. M. WALECHA (Alternate)

REPREsEHrA11VE

SHRI M. GANOAIWU

SHRI K. L. ARORA

SHRlMAn MEENAKSHI
SHRJMATI AMITA RAJ (A/lemale)

SHRJ JAYADEEPCHITLANOIA

SHRJS. P. GoENKA (A/'entll~)

DIRECTOR

SHRI S.N. SANYAL

SHRI K. S.SHUKLA (A/lerna'e)

SHJu P.G. DESHMUKH

SHRIS.S.ZooLAOUD

SHRI K. SHYAMASUNDER (Allemale)

DlK.S. RAo

SHRI D.R.ANAN11IAKRISHNAN

SHRI K. SRIDHAR

SHaI ANiL TALWAR (A/temale)

SHRIRAVINDER KUMAR

SHRI RAM CHANDRA

8HRJ J. K. SINHA (Alternate)

DIRECTOR STANDARDS (CARRlAOE)

ASSISTANT DIRECI'OR (Alternate)

SHRI D. K. KANUNOO
SHRJR.ICAPUR (Allemate)

SHRI S.A. NAQUI

SHRIA. V.V.RAOHAVAOIARYA (Altemale)

SHat N. K. TIWARI
SHIUANIL GoEL (Alt~""Qle)

SHRISUDEVBAJWl
SHill PItAVE!N KUMAR(..fllemtl/~)

SHRIK. K. KEDASIA

DR P.N.CHA11JIlVEDI (AII~te)

SHRIP.T.S.~ENON

(Continued on page 8)
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(Continuedfrom page 7)

Orgalllzal;oll

TheSouthIndian Plywood Manufactura Association, Chennai

TheWestern IndiaPlywood Limited, Cannanore

Inpersonal capacity(£-.59, I"derpuri, NewDelhiJJ00J2)

DISDirectorate General

SHRIK. SANKAltAICRJSHNAN

SHRIP.K.MOHAMED

SHRJA.N.NAYER

SHRI S. K. JAIN, Directorand Head(Civ Eng)
[Representing DirectorGeneral(Ez-offlcio)]

Member Secretary
SHRI J. C. ARORA

Dire<:tor (CivEnll), BIS

SHill B.V.RAo
SHRJ S.KRISHNA RAJ (Allernale)

DRL.K. AOOAllWAL

SHill B. SINOH (Alternate)

SUPERJNTENDINQ ENGINEER (8&S)
EXBCU11VE ENGINEER(8&S) (Alternate)

SHRI MANOJ KUMAR

SHRI VUAV GHORPADE (Alternate)

SHRI M. SuoHAKARAN
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Organization

The Ourdi11nltitute Pvt Limited,DhalWad
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The MylOle Chipboards Ltd, MylOle
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